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1. Preliminaries and objectives

Compute capacity is either used or wasted. Unused capacity cannot be stored for later use.
The term cycle-scavenging refers to (distributed) systems that utilize this idle computing
cycles of connected computers.
Desktop Grids (DGs) offer no guarantees for service quality, they often utilize volatile,
heterogeneous, non-dedicated resources for solving compute intensive tasks. DGs cyclescavenge institutional desktop computers to solve compute intensive problems. On the
other hand Volunteer Computing (VC) utilizes the idle resources (i.e., CPU cycles and
storage) of private donated computers. These are typically home desktop computers behind firewalls and routers that can be considered even more heterogeneous and volatile.
The inaccessibility and unavailability characteristics make running traditional HPC (High
Performance Computing) workloads like tightly-coupled MPI (Message Passing Interface)
and most HTC (High Throughput Computing) applications on volunteer computing unfeasible. Contrary to these MTC (Many Task Computing), especially embarrassingly parallel
or parameter study [53, Section 1.4.4] problems where there is no dependency/ communication between jobs are well suited. In this case the same computation is performed using
different input parameters that are usually achieved by partitioning a large parameter
space.
Evidently VC resembles DGs whereas DGs are not fully equivalent to VC. However
due to their similarities, they are often used as synonyms or in an interchanged meaning. I
make an attempt in this thesis to formalize their characteristics and relationship. Formal
modeling is applied that tries to grasp the semantic of their functionalities (opposed to
comparisons based on properties or features). Further I use this modeling to formalize
the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [50] VC system. The
resulting models help categorizing existing DG/VC systems and aim to be a foundation
for formalizing other middleware.
The second half of this thesis is dedicated to three – what I consider – major challenges and future directions of VC. First I propose a method that allows the collaboration
(federation) of VC and DG projects.
Cloud Computing [48, 47] (CC) offers simple and cost effective outsourcing in dynamic
service environments and allows the construction of service-based applications extensible
with the latest achievements of diverse research areas, such as Grid Computing, Serviceoriented computing, business processes and virtualization. CC is built using dedicated and
reliable resources and provides uniform seemingly unlimited capacities. Volunteer Computing on the other hand uses volatile, heterogeneous and unreliable resources. As the
second challenge (of VC in this thesis) I make an attempt starting from a definition for
Cloud Computing to identify the required steps and formulate a definition for what can
be considered as the next evolutionary stage for Volunteer Computing: Volunteer Cloud
Computing (VCC). Among the many idiosyncrasies of VC to overcome (e.g., volatility,
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heterogeneity, reliability, responsiveness, scalability, etc.). Heterogeneity exists in VC at
different levels. Resources can have a diverse set of hardware components (e.g., CPU type,
features and speed; available memory, bandwidth and disk, etc.) and second they run a diverse set of software components (e.g., operating system, installed libraries, etc.). VC/DG
middlewares can have their own set of requirements for applications in order to be compatible with them. Applications on their own have requirements (e.g., depend on specific
software libraries and packages). The vision of Cloud Computing promises to provide a
homogeneous environment. My goal is to identify methods and propose solutions that
tackle the heterogeneities and thus, make a step towards Volunteer Clouds. (In this thesis
the terms Volunteer Clouds and Volunteer Cloud Computing are used interchangeably.)
As mentioned previously VC is suited mainly for embarrassingly parallel or parameter
study applications. These are usually run in form of batches where each batch represents
an experiment. The total execution time of the batch from the submission until the finish
of the last job is referred as makespan. The makespan of a batch is determined by the
slowest (i.e., last finishing) job. The volatility and unreliability of the resources in VC can
lead to prolonged makespan even if it is caused by a small fraction of jobs of a batch.
This phenomena is referred as the “tail-effect” [45]. Tackling this is another step towards
Volunteer Clouds. As the last challenge (of VC in this thesis) I am proposing algorithms
that address prolonged makespan from different aspects derived from real world scenarios.

2. Methodological summary and
results

The goal of my thesis is the investigation of DG and VC systems, focusing on formal
model based comparison; federation and interoperability of different systems; tackling the
heterogeneity of donated resources and systems; and reducing the so-called ”tail-effect” occurring during execution of batches of jobs on these systems. I present my results in form
of formal models, definitions and algorithms. I elaborate the semantics of functionalities
of DG/VC systems using the Abstract State Machines (ASM) method [51, 54]. ASM is a
mathematically well founded framework for highlevel system design and analysis originally
introduced as evolving algebras by Gurevich [54]. It allows hiding easily the non-important
details at the high-level design phase by formulating the model on a conceptional level
rather than based on implementation details and attributes. My models use an existing
ASM model for grids [52, 49] as basis. I investigate the relations of the developed models
and the base model using input-output- and trace-equivalence. I present my results for
federation and volunteer clouds using models (however not ASM), also extending my previous ASM models where it is needed. I validated my models through the evaluation of
their implementations. For these I used C/C++ programming language since all investigated systems support this to some extent (e.g., the BOINC API provides a client library).
Properly written C/C++ code is cross-platform, it can be compiled for different operating
systems. Due to a peculiarity of volunteer computing most of my implementations need
to be able to run on different operating systems, without pre-installed libraries and execution environments (with the single exception of VirtualBox). I also present my algorithms
for improving batch completion times using formal descriptions. I validated them with
implementation and evaluation in real VC systems. For this I used the SQL and Python
programming languages: due to a peculiarity of BOINC for the state-querying and assignments of jobs SQL was required, but I implemented the control logic using Python. I made
measurements on EDGeS@home [42] and SZTAKI Desktop Grid [43] VC systems under
real conditions. For the measurements I used my own logging routines. These were always
instrumented versions of the original implementations. Since batch execution times are
in the range of hours, and I assumed measurements are fine with seconds precision thus,
I concluded the affect of instrumentation is negligible. However I confirmed this empirically. For the evaluation and visualisation of measurement results I used The R Project
for Statistical Computing [44].

3. Novel scientific results

I summarize my research results in form of two thesis groups. In the first thesis group I
classify and compare DG/VC systems using formal models that I’ve developed. The goal
of my work presented here is to provide definitions and reference models for the two system
archetypes (DG and VC). Using these it is possible to categorize existing systems and to
develop formal models of existing systems for further usage. I start by using an informal
aspect system to visualise the fundamental difference between DG and VC systems, and I
also discuss existing systems based on these criteria. Next I use formal methods to represent
DG/VC systems: contrary to informal methods, that compare usually based on a selected
characteristic, with formal methods, I seize the semantics of the systems. To achieve this I
start from an existing formal model for “traditional” grids (also known as service grids) [49,
52] which I reference as MGRID in my dissertation. I evaluate desktop grids using a single
formal model (see MGROU N D−DG in Figure 3.1), and volunteer computing with two formal
models (see MV C−V OT E and MV C−SP OT in Figure 3.1). I compare the models presenting
their relation with each other and with the base model (MGRID ). My fourth model (see
MBOIN C in Figure 3.1) represents a formal model of an existing system: BOINC. I start
by formulating a criteria system with – what I consider – the most important attributes of
BOINC. I show that the model correctly represents BOINC and is a correct refinement of
the MV C−V OT E model. MBOIN C also aims to validate my previous models. Beyond this
it serves as a template to formalize other existing DG/VC systems.

Figure 3.1: Proposed formal models and their relations.
In the second thesis group I investigate (i) the workload sharing between DG/VC
systems; and part of the challenges of VCC I investigate (ii) the tackling of heterogeneity
of resources and systems; and (iii) how to mitigate the tail effect caused by the volatility of volunteer resources. For workload sharing I use the MBOIN C model as this is the
most detailed. The resulting model (see MF ED−BOIN C in Figure 3.1) contains a security
mechanism, that extends the one of BOINC. I introduce a new application deployment
mechanism that is built on this mechanism. This deployment mechanism is the foundation
of workload sharing between systems. Additionally I identified three scenarios: (i) workload sharing between VC systems; (ii) hierarchical DG systems; and (iii) institutional
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resources supporting VC systems. From these I use the hierarchical DG systems scenario
for presenting the process of the workload transfer.
I investigated the NIST definition for computing clouds [47]. Based on this I identify the
challenges and limitations, that must be addressed for using volunteer resources to build
CC services. In the remainder of my thesis I formulate a definition for VCC, and provide
solutions for the identified challenges. The first identified challenge is the heterogeneity
of resources and systems existing at different levels. I define different abstraction levels:
(i) middleware abstraction satisfies dependencies between a given system and application;
(ii) cross-middleware abstraction hides dependencies between systems; (iii) environment
abstraction provides an uniform environment over the heterogeneous software environment
of volunteer resources; and (iv ) full abstraction provides an homogeneous environment over
different operating systems and partially over heterogeneous hardware resources. I present
the DC-API, GenWrapper and GBAC environments. DC-API hides the heterogeneity
of DG/VC systems using the cross-middleware abstraction method. The GenWrapper
environment I designed builds on DC-API (and thus, on cross-middleware abstraction),
and middleware and environment abstraction, thus provides a middleware independent
environment and successfully hides the dependencies between applications and systems.
The GBAC environment I developed (relying on the defined cross-middleware, middleware,
environment and full abstraction frameworks) provides an uniform software and hardware
environment for executing jobs on volunteer resources. It also hides the differences between
different VC/DG systems based on the abstraction levels, and satisfies the requirements
between system and application. Based on the second indentified challenge, I present two
environments and related algorithms to tackle the prolonged makespan caused by volatility
of donated resources in VC systems. The first handles the VC system as a black-box (has no
information about its internal workings). Extending the VC systems it monitors the state
of the executed job batch, identifies ones that can cause delay, replicates them to ensure
their successful execution. I demonstrated that using this method the makespan can be
improved without serious extra-load for the VC system. The second environment and the
corresponding algorithms extend the internal scheduler of BOINC by redirecting selected
jobs from a batch to reliable resources. I demonstrated that selecting and redirecting
specific jobs improves the makespan.
Next I formulate my theorems and list my corresponding publications.

Theorem Group I.
Comparision of and definitions for Desktop Grids and Volunteer Computing
systems based on their formal models.
I developed an informal aspect system describing the main attributes of desktop grids
and volunteer computing systems thus, it makes possible to classify existing systems.
I evaluated several existing DG/VC systems based on this informal system and made
attempt of categorizing them as DG or VC system. Next I used formal methods to represent
DG/VC systems: contrary to informal methods, that compare usually based on a selected
characteristic, with formal methods, I seize the semantics of the systems. To achieve this I
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start from an existing formal model for “traditional” grids (also known as service grids) [49,
52] which I reference as MGRID .
Theorem I.1.: Formal model and definition for Desktop Grid
MGRID model is an existing formal model for representing grid systems. Based on
MGRID I developed a formal model named MGROU N D−DG for modelling desktop grids. I
proved that systems represented by MGROU N D−DG satisfy the requirements of MGRID :

Theorem: MGROU N D−DG is an extension of MGRID and is a formal reference model
for the architecture and application-management of desktop grids thus, enables the
differentiation of desktop grids from the traditional grids represented by MGRID .

Based on this theorem, systems represented by model MGROU N D−DG are also considered as grids based on MGRID .
Related publications: [8], [22], [36] and [37].
Theorem I.2.: Formal model and definition for Volunteer Computing
Models MV C−V OT E and MV C−SP OT are formal models I developed for representing volunteer computing systems: MV C−V OT E represents systems with voting based result certification; and MV C−SP OT represents systems with spot-checking result certification. The
models make it possible to evaluate existing systems whether they can be considered as
desktop grids and/or volunteer computing systems:

Theorem:

MV C−V OT E and MV C−SP OT model variants derived from
MGROU N D−DG represent formal models narrowed for representing volunteer computing systems that make possible the evaluation of computing infrastructures against
volunteer computing systems.

MV C−V OT E satisfies the requirements of model MGRID since, it corresponds to
the desktop grid definition by MGROU N D−DG . As a consequence systems modelled by
MV C−V OT E are grids as per MGRID , and desktop grids as per MGROU N D−DG , and correspond to the definition of desktop grids as per Theorem I.1. Similarly it can be shown for
MV C−SP OT that it also satisfies the same requirements.
Related publications: [8], [22], [36] and [37].
Theorem I.3.: Formal model for BOINC, and its relation with model
MV C−V OT E
I created a criteria system that incorporates the most important aspects of BOINC. I
demonstrated that the model MBOIN C I developed and is a formal model for BOINC
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corresponds to these aspects. I demonstrated that MBOIN C is a correct refinement of
MV C−V OT E thus, it represents a volunteer computing system, a desktop grid system and
a grid system. I demonstrated that MBOIN C satisfies the requirements of Theorem I.2:

Theorem: Model MBOIN C is a correct refinement of model MV C−V OT E , further
MBOIN C correctly represents the internal architecture and operation of BOINC thus,
BOINC qualifies as a volunteer computing system, a desktop grid system and a grid
system.

Related publications: [2], [8], [22], [36] and [37].

Theorem Group II.
Workload sharing between Desktop Grids and Voluneer Computing Systems,
and forming Volunteer Computing Clouds.
Desktop grids and volunteer computing systems operate isolated and independently from
each other.
As an additional trait they provide jobs periodically thus, they are not able to utilize fully all their donated resources. These resources (if they are connected to multiple
projects) will download tasks from others making the resource potentially unavailable for
the project when it has work the next time. If these donated resources are not connected
to other projects, then their compute capacity for the period is lost as compute capacity
cannot be stored.
Volunteer computing systems collect heterogeneous resources with regard to capacity, configuration and volatility. Additionally each system has its own idiosyncrasies and
requirements for operation and architecture of applications. Contrary to this cloud computing promises homogeneous resources and environments: homogeneous resources means
processor architecture, available memory and disk. A Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
cloud a client can request the required amount of hardware resources and the required
number of (compute) instances. Homogeneous environment means the freely selectable
operating systems, installed libraries and other components. Contrary to this VC systems
collect donated resources with large variety of hardware and software architecture and
configuration, and also the installed software libraries and components vary greatly.
Theorem II.1.: Workload sharing between Desktop Grids and Volunteer Computing Systems
The automatic application deployment method and security mechanism I developed as part
of MF ED−BOIN C enables the transfer of tasks between projects of volunteer computing
and desktop grid systems. I present the developed mechanisms via the BOINC volunteer
computing system and one of the identified scenarios:
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Theorem: The automatic application deployment method I developed makes the
transfer of tasks between desktop grids and/or volunteer computing systems possible.

Related publications: [4], [6], [9], [10], [11], [12], [14], [17], [33], [38], and [40].
Theorem II.2.: Volunteer Clouds
I defined different abstraction levels for volunteer computing systems: (i) middleware
abstraction satisfies dependencies between a given system and application; (ii) crossmiddleware abstraction hides dependencies between systems; (iii) environment abstraction
provides an uniform environment over the heterogeneous software environment of volunteer
resources; and (iv ) full abstraction provides an homogeneous environment over different
operating systems and partially over heterogeneous hardware resources. Based on these I
developed the DC-API, GenWrapper and GBAC environments.
The GBAC environment I developed – that builds on the defined abstraction levels
(see i-iv) – provides a homogeneous software and hardware environment for executing
tasks on volunteer resources. It hides the requirement-differences of different desktop grid
and volunteer computing systems; and satisfies the system-requirements that are present
between applications and VC systems:

Theorem: The GBAC environment provides a homogeneous software and hardware
environment for executing work units on resources of volunteer computing systems,
and provides the fundamentals for the virtualized resource handling of a new computing
infrastructure called Volunteer Computing Clouds.

Related publications: [5], [7], [12], [14] [16], [18], [19], [20], [21], [23], [24], [25], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [34], [35], [39] and [41].
Theorem II.3.: Improving makespan on Volunteer Computing Systems
I developed work unit handling algorithms that reduce the known “long-tail” effect for
makespan in volunteer computing systems:

Theorem: Algorithms "Adapt redundancy", "P rioritize delayed jobs" and
"P rioritize job sources" mitigate the negative footprint of the “tail-effect” for
makespan on volunteer computing systems under the predefined conditions.

I demonstrated with measurements that the algorithms successfully reduce makespan in
real-world scenarios: deployed at SZTAKI Desktop Grid and EDGeS@home volunteer
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computing projects. The improvement and effectiveness of the algorithms depends on
certain criteria that are detailed in my thesis.
Related publications: [1], [3], [13], [15] and [26].

4. Practical applicability of the
scientific results

My formal models for modelling DG/VC systems allow to model – similarily to BOINC –
other systems and evaluating and classifying existing ones.
The C/C++ implementation of the automatic application deployment and the introduced security mechanism is part of BOINC since 2008. The implementation that
makes the interoperability of DG/VC systems possible was utilized by the HAGRID R&D
project1 : It connected the different DG/VC systems of the project consortium members
accelerating the execution of a meterological application [36].
I defined – on basis of Thesis II.2 – the DC-API/Genwrapper and GBAC environments.
The implementation of DC-API is part of BOINC extending the official BOINC API. The
final merging is in progress. Implementations of GBAC and GenWrapper are available as
separate open source projects2, 3 . GBAC is going to be part of BOINC VBoxWrapper4 , its
merging is in progress. Currently there are 58 scientific applications that are adapted for
BOINC and XtremWeb using DC-API/ GenWrapper and GBAC. The list of applications
and their short descriptions can be found in the Appendix of my thesis. I want to emphasize one application in particular from the end of the list (number 55): “patterncount”.
This application was adapted using GenWrapper, and is a fundamental part of a Ph.D.
dissertation submitted and accepted at Brunel University [46].
The following Hungarian and European R&D projects utilized my results by providing scientific applications and supporting the further development of the DC-API/ GenWrapper and GBAC systems: EDGeS5 , EDGI6 , DEGISCO7 , CancerGrid8 , IDGF-SP9 ,
BioVeL10 , WEB2GRID11 and AGRATéR12 .
The implementations of the algorithms defined in Thesis II.3 are running on different DG/VC systems operated by MTA SZTAKI: SZTAKI Desktop Grid [43] and
EDGeS@home [42].
1

http://www.sztaki.hu/tudomany/projektek/projekt_informaciok/?uid=00188,
2013-01-01
2
http://genwrapper.sourceforge.net, access date: 2014-05-26
3
http://gbac.sourceforge.net, access date: 2014-05-26
4
http://boinc.berkeley.edu/trac/wiki/VboxApps, access date: 2014-10-09
5
http://edges-grid.eu/, access date: 2013-01-01
6
http://edgi-project.eu/, access date: 2013-01-01
7
http://degisco.eu/, access date: 2013-01-01
8
http://cancergrid.eu/, access date: 2009-01-01
9
http://idgf-sp.eu/, access date: 2014-05-26
10
http://www.biovel.eu/, access date: 2016-02-07
11
http://www.egroup.hu/main/en/research/web2grid, access date: 2014-05-26
12
http://agrater.hu/, access date: 2016-02-07
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